due to the poor recording of many of the proposed Neandertal burial sites, some archaeologists remain unconvinced of the evidence for intentional burials, instead attributing
the origins to modern Homo sapiens of the Upper Paleolithic in Europe. Many archaeologists consider the deliberate burial indicative of a belief in an afterlife.
Although the dates of the earliest cave art are debated, it appears that by about
40,000 years ago, sophisticated art was being painted on cave walls. The best-known
prehistoric cave art comes from southern Europe in the time period from about 27,000
to 12,000 years ago, and was painted by a particular group of modern Homo sapiens
known as Cro-Magnon. The meaning of the art is uncertain, but because much of it
is in remote parts of the caves and images are painted on top of each other, many
believe they reflect ideology-related painting by shamans to manipulate supernatural
forces, presumably to ensure continued fertility of herd animals and successful hunts.
Other beliefs include that it was ritualistic, the work of secret societies, simply art for
art’s sake, or a method of recording or storing information.
COLONIZING AUSTRALIA AND THE AMERICAS

There is a general consensus that by about 65,000 years ago, humans had expanded
their territory to include Australia. Because travel over significant distances of ocean
was involved, one of the things archaeologists infer is the ability to make and navigate
seaworthy watercraft.

FIGURE 7.2 Spear
Thrower in Use.
Spear-throwers, also
known as atlatls, originated tens of thousands of years ago.
They extend the distance, accuracy, and
force of a spear thrown
by hand and could be
used to efficiently kill
large animals. Their
use declined with the
adoption of bows and
arrows, which further
enhanced distance,
accuracy, and force of
projectiles.
IMAGE: © Trustees of the
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